Kikka Digga

As an ebay VeRO Program member, Kikka Digga reviews all items for sale on ebay. We only sell to authorised dealers only and do not sell seconds, damaged goods or variants. We take great pride in the quality and workmanship of the products we produce and the warranties provided with those products. Authorised retailers of Kikka Digga products can be found by visiting our website www.kikkadigga.com.

Kikka Digga uses ebay's VeRO program to report the listing of any auctions it considers infringing its rights, we are a new start-up company that has global intellectual property, we have invested much time, money and effort in order to protect our product and its associated images, logos etc, great efforts have been made in the research and development of Kikka Digga, it has not been an easy process and has been a vast long journey with many hurdles to get to market which where we plan to expand on globally.

Kikka Digga works very hard to ensure that any unauthorised uses of its intellectual property are removed from ebay. When an auction or listing that improperly uses Kikka Digga trademarks and/or patents comes to our attention, Kikka Digga reviews the matter and takes appropriate action with ebay.

Textual, photographic and audiovisual works published by Kikka Digga are protected under UK, EU, United States and other countries copyright laws. Anyone who reproduces, copies, or displays Kikka Digga copyrighted materials, including photographic images and accompanying item descriptions appearing on Kikka Digga website (www.kikkadigga.com) without permission is in violation of the law, and may be liable for copyright infringement.

Contact Information:

For information about selecting authentic Kikka Digga products, please visit www.kikkadigga.com

Kikka Digga is happy to answer questions concerning the use of its trademarks or to assist you, if you are in any doubt contact us first via ebay messaging or via our website for full contact details.